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Pinnacle. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Mass Market Paperback. 400 pages. Dimensions: 6.7in. x
4.2in. x 1.1in.They Rise. . . Out of the flooded streets of Houston, they emerge from plague-ridden
waters. Dead. Rotting. Hungry. And as human survivors scramble to their rooftops for safety, the
zombie hordes circle like sharks. The ultimate killing machines. They Feed. . . Houston is
quarantined to halt the spread of the zombie plague. Anyone trying to escape is shot on sight -
living and dead. Emergency Ops sergeant Eleanor Norton has her work cut out for her. Salvaging
boats and gathering explosives, Eleanor and her team struggle to maintain order. But when
civilization finally breaks down, the feeding frenzy begins. They Multiply. . . Biting, gnawing, feasting
- but always craving more - the flesheaters increase their ranks every hour. With doomsday
looming, Eleanor must focus on the people she loves - her husband and daughter - and a band of
other survivors adrift in zombie-infested waters. If she cant bring them into the quarantine zone,
theyre all dead meat. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from
Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Mass Market Paperback.
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Comprehensive guide for pdf lovers. It generally is not going to charge too much. You may like just how the article writer write this book.
-- Neva  Ha m m es MD-- Neva  Ha m m es MD

Complete guideline for publication fanatics. It is actually writter in straightforward words rather than confusing. I am e ortlessly could get a pleasure of
looking at a written book.
-- K ir stin Schuppe-- K ir stin Schuppe
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